
Fashion Trend: Fresh Ways to
Accessorize Your Old Outfits

By
 Haley Lerner

We all know what it’s like when you have lots of clothing, but
still have no clue what to wear. Sometimes, your old outfits
do little to excite you anymore. Your previously favorite
shirt now bores you, and your go-to skirt seems over-used.
This summer, it’s time to revive your old outfits with some
new accessories that will really make heads turn.

Check  out  these  great  fashion
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trends  that  will  freshen  up  your
old outfits!

1.  Sunglasses:  They’re  the  perfect  summer  accessory.  They
shield your eyes from harmful UV rays, but they can also be
super cute. Get a few cheap pairs of frames in styles that
suit you. Then, you have multiple options to match to your old
outfits to and give you a cooler vibe.

2. New shoes: A fun new pair of shoes will spice up any bland
outfit. Go for a pair with a pop of color so that they are the
attention point instead of your clothes.

Related  Link:  Fashion  Trends:  5  Best  Ways  to  Wear  Your
Favorite Spring-Time Dress

3. A new hairstyle: Sometimes, the best way to feel more
confident in the clothes you already own is by changing up
your physical look. Try out a new color or haircut at the
salon. It can totally change the way you see yourself in your
old clothes.

4. Jewelry: Beautiful jewelry can totally change the way an
outfit looks. Splurge on a few nice pieces, such as hoop
earrings,  a  pendant  necklace  or  a  fashion  bracelet  to
revitalize  your  wardrobe.

Related Link: Fashion Trend: The ’70s Are Back in Style

5. Hats: From baseball caps to berets, headwear can totally
change up the look of your outfit. Try throwing one on with
your overused look to make it feel brand new!

Have any more ideas on ways to accessorize your old outfits?
Comment them below!
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